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In Section 1 of this paper bounds for a linear boundary value problem are 
derived by means of a differential inequality. The idea is to compare the 
solution for an arbitrary domain of given volume with that for the sphere of 
the same volume. Similar investigations have already be done by Payne [8] 
for the torsion problem. The main result, namely, Theorem 1.1, was con- 
jectured by McNabb [7]. Generalizations to boundary value problems with 
mixed boundary conditions are also indicated. They depend very much upon 
a geometrical isoperimetric inequality [2]. Section 2 deals with nonlinear 
Dirichlet problems., With the help of the method of upper and lower solu- 
tions [l], and the results of the previous section, the existence of a solution is 
established. The ideas resemble those of [4], w h ere a simpler class of nonlinear 
problems has been studied. Bounds for the solutions of a nonlinear problem 
can also be found in [3]. 
1. BOUNDS FOR A LINEAR PROBLEM 
1.1. Let D be a domain in RN with a smooth boundary aD. Consider 
the boundary value problem 
dufolu+l=O in 
u=O on 
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Throughout this paper we shall assume that cu < A, . Since 01 does not coincide 
with an eigenvalue of problem (1.2), (I. 1) h as exactly one solution [5, pp. 136, 
1521. Moreover, it is analytic in D. 
LEMM,z 1.1. (a) If 01 < A, , the solution II of ( 1.1) is posit& in D. 
(b) Furthermore, we have as + 1 > 0 in D. 
Proof. Let “LS = cyu + 1. Then z* is a solution of the boundary value 
problem 3~ -: CN = 0 in D and u = 1 on %D. Suppose that z: is negative in a 
subdomain D- C D. Consider in D- the eigenvalue problem (1.2). It is well 
known that the eigenfunction plr-(x) corresponding to the lowest eigenvalue 
A,- does not change sign and can therefore be taken to be positive in D- [5, 
p. 4521. Here K stands for a generic point (.rr , sp . . . . . .z.~) in RN. By the 
Green’s identity it follows that 
and therefore LY. == A,-. On the other hand, we have [5, p. 3981 A-- :> A, and 
therfore a > A, which contradicts our assumption. Thus, z’ = (YU + 1 > 0 
in D. Since Au + 01u + 1 = 0 in D, we have Au < 0 in D. From the maxi- 
mum principle and the boundary condition u = 0 on SD. it follows that 
U(X) > 0 in D. 
We shall use the notations 
and 
M = t-rEag u(x), D(t) = {x E D; u(s) > t), 
F(t) = {x E D; u(x) = t;. 
Because of the analyticity of U(X), T(t) is an analytic (IV - I)-dimensional 
surface. The function a(t) denotes the volume jDtt) dx, and t(a) is its inverse. 
t(a) is a continuous, strictly decreasing function with t(0) = M and t(A) = 0, 
where 9 = Jn dx. We define 
Introducing a as a new variable, we obtain 
(1.4) 




and, observing Lemma 1.1(b), 
dH,‘du E H’(a) = 
H”(a) = m(dt/da). 
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d(a) + 1 > 0, 
If dt is sufficiently small, the volume between r(t) and r(t + dt) is 
da = 




(This formula holds because r(t) and r(t + dt) are analytic (N - l)- 
dimensional surfaces.) Here, dn denotes the piece of the normal between r(t) 




z=- r(t) I grad u I ’ 
By the Schwarz inequality we have 
zf dS i-(t) I grad u I $ I-W I grad u I dS 3 ]frct) df. (1.10) 
The geometrical isoperimetric inequality [6, p. 1951 states that 
f 
dS,j,JW1,INa(N-l)/N 
', , (1.11) 
l-(t) 
where wN is the volume of the unit sphere (1 x 1 < l}. Equality holds if and 
only if o(t) is a sphere. In view of (l.ll), (l.l), and (1.10) it follows that 
1 dS I/N (N-~/N 2 -r(f) I grad u I . H(a) 3 [NW, a 1 * 
Define p(a) = [NwE~u(~-~)J~]-~. By (1.9) and (1.7) we have 
-fi(a)/H”@) > [p(a)]-‘. (1.13) 
Since dt/da < 0 a.e. and therefore sign H”(a) = -sign OL, we have 
H”(a) + ap(a) H(a) > 0 if 01 > 0, 
H”(a) + @p(a) H(a) < 0 if a < 0. 
(1.14) 
The inequality is valid for almost all a E (0, A). Equality holds if and only if 
D(t) is a sphere. Since u = 0 on BD, and u > 0 in D, H’(A) = 1, and because 
of the definition of H, H(0) = 0. 
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Consider now problem (1.1) for the case where D is the sphere D” =:: 
[I .r 1 < R} with the same volume as D, i.e., w,,,RN : =1. Its solution will be 
denoted by II*. Analogously, we set H*(a) ~7 Jo.o(,,)) [CU* + I] dx with 
D*(t) = [.v E DC; U*(X) 3 t}, and X* for the eigenvalues of (1.2) with D 
replaced by D”. 
Assuming that 01 < h,*, an d observing that I(* is radially symmetric, we 
derive esactly in the same way as before the differential equation 
H*“(a) + cKp(u) H%(u) _ 0 (1.13) 
with the boundary conditions 
H*‘(A) = 1 and H*(O) = 0. 
Let us now compare the solutions of (1.14) with that of (1.15). Because of 
Lemma 1.1(b), H(a) and H*(R) are positive in (0, --1). If we eliminate p(a) in 
( 1.14), we obtain 
Hence, :&‘(a) := or[H’(a) H*(a) - H*‘(a) H(a)] is a nondecreasing function 
of a. Because of N(O) _- 0, we have 
These results are summarized in 
LEMMA 1.2. (a) N(a) = a[H’(u) H*(u) - H*‘(u) H(u)] is a non- 
decreasing, positiz)e function in (0, A). 
(b) Cl(u) == CX(H(U)/H*(U)) is nondecreasing in (0, ,4). 
An evaluation of N(u) at a = -4 leads to 
ct[H*(A) - H&4)] > 0. (1.16) 
Since lim ,&H(u)/H*(a)) = (&Z + I)/(aM* + l), M* =: maxssb* u*(x), it 
follows from Lemma 1.2(b)and (1.16) that 
Since CY~Z* + I > 0 (cf. Lemma 1.1(b)), 
(1.18) holds as long as (Y :s min{X, , X1*). In view of the Ravleigh-Faber- 
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Krahn inequality (cf. [9]), min{X, , I*). = h,*. If Y = 1 x 1 , a straightforward 
calculation yields 
Y ‘2-N’/2J(&z) ,z("112Y) 
u*(y) = t 1 R’2-N’/2J~N_2)i2(al,2R) - 1 I 
(1.19) 
where Jk is the Bessel function of order k, and R is the radius of D*. We have 
thus proved 
THEOREM 1.1. Let cx < h,* = [WN/A]2/N jFN-2,,2 , j, being the jirst zero 
of the Bessel function Jk . Then 
(,#R)(N--2)/z 
U(x) ’ ; 2’N-Wr(N/2) JfN-2),2(a1/2R) - ’ I t 
(1.20) 
where w,RN = A. Equality holds if D is a sphere and x is taken at the center. 
Remark. For 01 = 0, (1.20) was proved by Payne [8]. 
EXAMPLE. If N = 3, (1.20) yields 




m i - sinh( 1 01 1112 R) 
I for 01 < 0 
and 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let 01 < [uN/A]2/N j:N-2),2 . Then the equality sign in 
(1.20) holds if and only if D is a sphere and x is taken at the center. 
Proof. If M = M *, it follows from Lemma 1.2(b) and (1.17) that 
H(a) H(A) - - O1 G (y H+c(~) G a H*(-4) ’ a’ (1.21) 
Hence, H(a) = H*(a) in [0, A], and therefore H”(a) + ap(u) H(a) = 0 for 
all a E (0, A). As it was observed under (1.14), this relation implies that D(t) 
is a sphere for all t, which proves the assertion. 
Remark. From the proof of Corollary 1.1 it follows that, if H(d) = H*(d) 
for some d E (0, A), then H(a) = H*(a) for all ci < a < A. 
1.2. This section deals with some norm estimates for the solution of 
problem (1.1) 
LEMMA 1.3. If a < Al*, then 
&H(a) < &*(a). (1.22) 
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Proof. This statement is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.2(b) 
and (1.17). Equation (1.22) leads to the following. 
THEOREM 1.2. If a < hl*, then 
I u(x) dx < J U*(x) dx. 
D D* 
(1.23) 
The nest considerations are based on 
LEmlA 1.4. If 0 < 01 < Al*, then 
H’(a) < H*‘(a) in (0, A]. (1.24) 
Proof. Let s(a) = H(a) - H*(a). Th en S(a) satisfies the differential 
inequality 
Y(a) + ap(a) S(a) 2: 0 in (0, A), S(0) = S’(A) = 0. 
Hence, 6’(a) = S’(A) - St& S”(6) & < 01 jf p(6) 6(d) d5. By (I .22), 6(a) :< 0 
and therefore S’(a) .< 0. 
Consider the function t(a) defined in Section 1.1 by means of U(X). Let 
-r(r) = t(w,#). For a: < A, , T(r) is a mapping from D* onto [0, M]. Lemma 
1.4 yields 
COROLLARY 1.2. If 0 < OL < Al*, then 
7(r) -< u*(r) in [O’ ($)‘;“I * (1.25) 
u*(r) is defined in (1.19). 
Geometric Interpretation for N = 2 
Consider the body B C R3 bounded by D and the surface (x1 , x2 , 11(xr , x,)), 
where (x1 , xs) ED. If B is subject to a Schwarz symmetrization [9, p. 1911, 
then it is transformed into a body B ** bounded bv D* and by the surface 
(‘rl > x2 , T(r)) where (x1* , xs*) E D*. Let B* be the body bounded by D* 
and (x1 , .x2 , U*(r)), (x1* , xs*) E D*. Corollary 1.2 states that B** C B*, 
provided 0 < CY < Al*. 
Let G(t) be a nondecreasing and continuous function in i?. From the 
definition of the Lebesgue integral we conclude that 
j- 
D 
G@(x)) dx = j-D* G(T(Y)) d.v. 
4w54!'3-7 
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Observing (1.25), we obtain 
COROLLARP 1.3. If 0 < 01 < Al*, then 
j 
D 
G(u(x)) d,r G jD* G@*(x)) dx. 
Remark. If we choose in particular G(t) = tp (p >, 0), then Corollary 1.3 
yields the norm estimates 
For 01 < 0, such an estimate has only been established for p = 1 (cf. Theorem 
1.2). 
1.3. Let D C RZ be a simply connected domain. Suppose that its 
boundary is positively oriented and consists of two connected, piecewise 
analytic arcs r,, and r, (r, n P,, = 4). With s we denote the arc-length on 
aD and with K(S) [0 < s < 11 the curvature on rr; K(S) is analytic except at 
the corners where it has to be interpreted as a Dirac measure. Consider the 
problem 
dzr+oru+l=O in D, 
u=O on r,, (1.26) 
(&/an) + uu = 0 on r, , 
where u(s) 3 0 is a continuous function for 0 < s < 1, and n is the outer 
normal. 
Let A, be the lowest eigenvalue of Arp + As, = 0 in D, v = 0 on r,, and 
(+/an) + up, = 0 on r, . In the same way as Lemma 1.1 we derive 
LEMhlA 1.5. If a! < h, , thfP2 
(a) u(x) > 0 in D 
(b) c+) + 1 > 0 in D. 
By the same method as in Section 1.1 we prove 
THEOREM 1.3. If T >, Ji max(0, K] ds = T - v, and if OL < vj0*/2A, then 
Equality holds if and oni$ if D is the circular sector {T < (~A/v)‘/*, 0 < 0 < V} 
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(r, 6 polar coordinates), u = 0, r, = {y = (2A/v)li’, 0 :c< 0 ::C I,) and 
r, = (0 = 0, 0 = v, 0 < r < (2A,/v)lp3, and s is taken at the origin. 
Proof. (i) For 01 = 0 we refer to [4]. 
(ii) Suppose that ar # 0 and that a: < vj,,*/2A. By a result of [2], it 
follows that 01 < h, . Let D(t), r(t), a(t), and H(a) have the same meaning 
as in Section 1.1. The relations (1.5)-( 1.10) remain valid also for this case. 
Under our assumptions we have [2] instead of (1.11) the inequality 
c ds >S (2va)l;“. (1.28) L r(t) 
Equality holds if and only if r(t) is a concentric circular arc of the sector 
described in Theorem 1.3. If we insert (1.28) into (1.10) and observe that 
J’I-w I grad u I ds < fW we get instead of (1.13), --cuH(a)!H”(a) ;> 2va, 
which yields for a E (0, A), 
&“(a) + (oL2/2va) H(a) ::I 0. (1.29) 
-4 discussion similar to that for (1.14) implies (I .27). The solution of (1.26) 
for the extremal domain with 0 = 0 is 
u*(Y) = L 
J)(al’*Y) 
N j0[(2~,4/v)1:*] - ’ 1 . (1.30) 
It is easily verified that in this case (1.29) holds with the equality sign. 
The remarks of Section 1.2 apply also to this situation. In order to avoid a 
repetition we shall only mention the final results. 
Let G(t) be a positive, nondecreasing and continuous function in Kf. 
COROLLARY 1.4. If 0 < 01 < vj,“/2A and if the conditions of Theorem I .3 
hold, 
\ G(u(m)) dx < [ G@*(r)) ds, 
‘D * D* 
where u*(r) is de$ned in (1.30). 
As a special case we obtain the norm estimates 
II u II LD(D) < !I ‘* /‘L’(D*) I p > 0. 
Remark. Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 remain valid if u(x) satisfies the differential 
inequality Au + (yu + 1 3 0 in D with u(x) < 0 on aD or on I’, , and 01< X,* or 
OL < vio”/2A, respectively. This is an immediate consequence of the generalized 
maximum principle. 
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2. APPLICATIONS TO NONLINEAR PROBLEMS 
2.1. Consider the nonlinear Dirichlet problem 
dv+f(v)=O in DCRN, 
v = 0 on aD. 
(2.1) 
Suppose that f(t) satisfies the condition 
(-9 f(t) G f(O) + at for all t 3 0, f(0) >, 0, 
where 01 < Xi* = [~~//l]~/~j~~~s,,s. The next statement is an immediate 
consequence of Theorem 1.1 and the remark at the end of Section 1.3. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the assumption (A), every positive solution of (2.1) 
satisfies the inequality 
v(x) < f(o) [ (&2R)(N--2)/Z -1 9 a 2(N-2)/2r(N!2) JcN-2j,2(&2R) I (2.2) 
where w,RN = A. 
2.2. In this part we use the bounds for the solution of the linear 
problem (1.1) in order to establish the existence of a positive solution of the 
problem 
dv+~v+f(v)=O in DCRN 
v = 0 on aD. 
(2.3) 
Let a? < [w~~/A]~/~~:~-~,,~ and let f (t) satisfy 
(Al) f(t) > 0 is a nondecreasing function for t > 0 
(As) f(t) is Holder continuous in i?+ 
6%) 0 < mintA fW> = l/m. 
In view of a result by Amann [l], (2.3) h as a positive solution, if we can find 
an upper solution 4(x) > 0 such that 
4 + 4J +f(#) < 0 in D, 
#=O on aD. 
(2.4) 
LEMMA 2.1. Let u(x) be the solution of (1.1) in D, and let u*(x) be the 
solution of the corresponding problem in D*. Furttimore, to >, 0 is such that 
to/f (to) = m. If M* = maxzEBt U*(X) < m, then (b(x) = f(t,,) u(x) is an 
upper solution. 
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Proof. Because of Theorem 1.1, we have y%(x) < M*f (t,) and according 
follows from (A,) that 
By Lemma 1.1, #(x) is positive in D, and the proof is thus completed. 
Lemma 2.1 and Amann’s result [l] imply 
THEOREM 2.1. If the assumptions of Section 2.2 hold, and if J-I* :< m, 
then problem (2.3) has a positive solution T(X). Mooreocer. .v(x) <f (to) u(x). 
2.3. In this section we derive an inequality related to problem (2.3). 
\Ve suppose that f(t) is a positive, real analytic function on RT, and that 
LY < X, , where /\1 is the lowest eigenvalue of (1.2). Moreover, we assume that a 
positive solution V(X) exists. In analogy to Section 1.1, we write D(t) for the 
region (x E D; V(X) 2 t}, a(t) for Joct) ds and t(a) for its inverse. Let 
Then, as in 1.1. we get 
f{‘(a) = at(a) + f(t(a)) and H”(a) = ol(dt,‘da) + f’(dt/da). 
L’sing the transformations and inequalities of Section 1.1, we obtain 
H”(a) + p(a) [a + f ‘(t(a))] H(a) 3 0 
H”(a) 2 p(a) [LX + f’(t(a))] H(a) < 0 
if 
if 
a +.f’(q > 0, 
a +-f’(t) i 0. 
(2.5) 
For f(t) I_ 1, inequalities (2.5) reduce to (1.14). In certain cases t can be 
calculated from H’(a) = at + f(t). If we insert the expression t =g[H’] 
into (2.9, we get a relation between H, H’, H”, and a. In general, the 
inequality is very difficult to integrate. For some special cases we refer to [3]. 
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